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I
1. Ave Maria
   Ave Maria
2. Non t'a mo
3. Sing We and Chant It
4. Il est Bel et Bon
5. Weep O Mine Eyes
6. So ben mi ch'a bon tempo

Gregorian Chant
Thomas Luis da Vittoria
Carlo Gesualdo de Venosa
Thomas Morley
Passereau
John Bennet
Orazio Vecchi

O.K. CHORALE, Richard Harris, Conductor

II
*Morning (1962)
for Narrator, Organ, and Chorus

Vivian Fine

Text by Henry David Thoreau (from Walden)

Choral text:

Little is to be expected of that day, if it can be called a day, to which we are not awakened by our Genius, but by the mechanical nudgings of some servitor, are not awakened by our own newly acquired force and aspirations from within, accompanied by the undulations of celestial music, instead of factory bells, and a fragrance filling the air, to a higher life than we fell asleep from; and thus the darkness bear its fruit, and prove itself to be good, no less than the light. ---

We must learn to reawaken, not by mechanical aids, but by an infinite expectation of the dawn, which does not forsake us in our soundest sleep. I know of no more encouraging fact than the unquestionable ability of man to elevate his life by a conscious endeavor. It is something to be able to paint a particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so to make a few objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to carve and paint the very atmosphere and medium through which we look, which morally we can do. To affect the quality of the day, that is the highest of arts.

Narrator: Stanley Scott
Organ: Beth Eisenberg
Conducted by the Composer

*Commissioned by the New York Society for Ethical Culture
Metaphors (1959) for 50-part chorus (Premier Performance)

Text by Wallace Stevens

Twenty men crossing a bridge
Into a village,
Are twenty men crossing twenty bridges,
Into twenty villages,
Or one man
Crossing a single bridge into a village.

This is old song
That will not declare itself...

Twenty men crossing a bridge,
Into a village,
Are
Twenty men crossing a bridge
Into a village.

That will not declare itself
Yet is certain as meaning...

The boots of the men clump
On the boards of the bridge
The first white wall of the village
Rises through fruit-trees.
Of what was it I was thinking?
So the meaning escapes.

The first white wall of the village...
The fruit trees...

Conducted by the Composer

*Commissioned by the Collegiate Chorale

Jesu, meine Freude *
Horch auf, ruft uns die Stimme

Tom Guralnick: Bass Clarinet
Maria Lattimore: French Horn
Jim Signorelli: Trumpet
Jim Cook: Trombone

*In memory of Thomas Jeremiah Carroll, a Bennington College student, who was killed in an accident on June 4, 1973.
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79. Jesu, meine Freude

"Hence with earthly treasure!"

J.S. BACH

Hence with earthly treasure! Thou art all my pleasure.

Jesu, all my choice.

Hence, thou empty glory, Naught to me thy story, Told with tempting voice!

Shall not from my Savior move me.

Since He deigns to love me.
Glory unites Thy holy ones, to dwell with us forever.

The host of heaven's host in song, with harps and high, with the symphony's tone, around Thy throne.

No eye hath seen such light, no ear heard such dawn.

Hail, in joy, Thine hour is this, 0

heaven's holy, Thine sea, and shall be evermore.